Honda headlight cover

Honda headlight covers offer a custom look to the front end of your vehicle, along with
protection for the headlights against road debris. They are available in a number of styles, from
tinted Honda headlight covers to add a sleek touch of style, to tough durable ones, made for
rugged impact resistant protection, great for a work truck or off-road vehicle. There are Honda
headlight covers in many custom styles, such as Euro-look styles, some made specifically for
projector type headlights, and others made to give the stylish look of the projector headlight to
your standard style lights. Honda headlight covers are available in many colors, with decorative
designs, or in ready to paint styles that can be matched to your vehicle color, or painted in a
color to accent the vehicle. You may think with all the available choices, finding just the right
style of Honda headlight covers to compliment your vehicle would be a time consuming project,
but our secure site is well organized and user-friendly to make finding just what you need quick
and simple. With just a little basic information about your vehicle, our efficient online catalog
will provide a full list of the Honda headlight covers available for your particular model and year
of production, and they will be at much better prices than those you will usually find at the local
auto parts store or dealership. You won't have to travel for them either, as we will have them
delivered right to your door, for your complete shopping convenience. Our secure site is always
safe and efficient in processing your Honda headlight covers, or our toll-free phone line can
take your order just as conveniently. Honda is well-recognized for the reliable vehicles that roll
out of their manufacturing plants year after year. Honda has a total of 12 manufacturing facilities
in the United States. These production plants manufacture vehicles as well as replacement
parts. Compared to OEM components, aftermarket Honda headlight covers have better
availability and pricing. Honda is the second-largest Japanese car manufacturer and
eighth-largest automaker in the world. The company is a true pioneer in the automotive industry
with its introduction of the first commercially available in-car navigation system and the variable
valve timing and lift electronic control VTEC system. But more than its automotive tech
innovations, Honda is well-recognized for the dependable and reliable vehicles that roll out of
their manufacturing plants year after year. However, even with the Honda guarantee, vehicle
components and accessories may still fail due to a variety of reasons. One part that may require
replacement over time is the Honda headlight cover. The first Honda manufacturing facility in
the United States was built in Ohio in Today, the Japanese automaker has 12 production plants
located in different states, including Alabama, North Carolina, South Carolina, Indiana, Georgia,
and of course, Ohio. Aside from manufacturing parts in-house, Honda also relies on a network
of third-party manufacturers to supply it with the components to be fitted in their vehicles. Their
suppliers include Alpha Omega Solutions, Inc. OEM and aftermarket Honda headlight covers are
made from heavy-duty raw materials and go through stringent quality control to ensure their
durability. The main differences between OEM and aftermarket Honda headlight covers are
pricing and availability. Since aftermarket parts are made by third-party brands, they are easier
to acquire because the supply can keep up with the demand. They are more readily available
than OEM components manufactured by only Honda or its network of suppliers. The difference
in this aspect is definitely huge. The same applies to the prices. Because there are more
companies that produce a particular car part for a specific vehicle make and model, the pricing
becomes more competitive. You can purchase this part as a single unit or in sets of two or four.
If you want to have better consumer protection, make sure to get aftermarket headlight covers
that are backed by a brand warranty. Looking for an aftermarket Honda headlight or headlight
cover at CarParts. This will narrow down the search results to only compatible parts. We've
Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Honda Headlight
Cover. We do not have any compatible Honda Headlight Cover. Honda Headlight Cover Guides.
Finding the Right Part. Who Manufactures Honda Headlight Covers? Contact Us. Phone Number
Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply
Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Fogged headlight lenses not only make your car look
tired but also restrict the amount of light illuminating the road ahead of you. Headlight
restoration kits are cheap and can produce dramatic results. Materials Required: Headlight
restoring kit Newspapers Water. There are many other kits available at different prices,
including some that include a buffing wheel to eliminate the manual labor. Most headlight
restoration kits include an abrasive compound and sandpaper in grades of varying roughness
to remove the outer layer of yellowed, oxidized plastic and clear the lens. Some include a
buffing wheel that can be attached to a power drill. One YouTube video even shows headlights
being cleaned with toothpaste which is slightly abrasive and a clean cloth towel. One difference
between the two kits â€” and probably the reason for the price difference â€” is that the
Sylvania kit includes a glove, tape and a liquid "UV Block Clear Coat" to protect the lens from
refogging once it has been cleaned. I have one gripe with the Sylvania kit, because the clarifying

compound comes in a little packet that can't easily be stored. This means this kit will probably
be a one-shot deal. The Turtle Wax kit doesn't have the extra goodies, but the pads can be
reused and the bottles contain a larger amount of the clarifying compounds. To be clear so to
speak , what we're actually tackling in this project is the plastic lens covering the headlight
bulbs, as shown on this Acura TL. This plastic lens protects the headlight from dirt and debris
blown around on the road. Over time, these lenses become scratched, pitted and clouded by
exposure to the sun. Replacing the lenses is expensive, so many car owners opt just to clean
them. The following steps are an overview of the ones I took with these two kits. Whichever kit
you use, make sure you follow the included directions carefully. Use the products in the correct
order and keep in mind that the headlights won't look clear until you are finished and the
residue is washed off. I use the electrician's black tape from the Sylvania kit to protect the paint
around the headlights from the abrasive compound and to ensure I don't accidently scratch the
paint with sandpaper. The electrician's tape is particularly good for this task because it pulls off
easily when you are finished without leaving any sticky goo on your car's paint. You might also
consider using extra protection and tape some newspaper onto the car to protect the finish.
Once you start getting into the project and the how-to zeal takes hold, the compounds tend to
fly onto painted surfaces. I have used the Turtle Wax kit on the left headlight and the Sylvania
on the right. I applied the Turtle Wax products in two stages, rubbing on the lens-clarifying
compound first to see if that did the job. If the clarifying compound doesn't get results, you
spray on the lubricant and use the abrasive pads. I use both chemicals for this test. The
Sylvania kit called for washing the headlight lens with a surface activator. Then I applied the
clarifying compound from the packet to the different levels of sandpaper for sanding and
polishing the lens. Here's what the headlights look like after applying the products from the
different kits and sanding each one for about 15 minutes. Clearing your headlights is easy,
inexpensive and the results are satisfying. Once you do it and see how it sharpens up the look
of your car, you'll find yourself recommending it to all your friends with older cars. Even better,
there might be a little more from your headlights when you're driving at night. Popular searches.
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Shipping. A Lamin-x custom cut kit for your Honda Odyssey , , is designed to give your car a
one-of-a-kind combination of style and protection on its headlights. Our film is designed to be
installed on your Honda with minimal trimming. Choose the best color to fit your style or install
our Clear film to keep your Honda lights looking brand new. Check out our headlight color
gallery to see examples of our headlight tint film. How long will it take to get my Lamin-x?
Precut orders are custom manufactured for you at time of ordering. Please allow workday's
processing time, and at least days for delivery after the product has been shipped. You are
responsible to make prior arrangement with the carrier if you are not available to receive and
sign for the product. Lamin-x is not responsible if the product is verified as delivered with the
carrier to the specified address, but you personally did not receive it. Can I install this myself?
Yes, you can install Lamin-x yourself. These applications are normally low difficulty
installations. A few applications with a 3, 4, or 5 level difficulty will require some acquired
knowledge and mechanical ability in which we cannot be held accountable. Therefore
installations are done at your risk. We provide you with installation instructions, tools, and
website videos. If you are not comfortable with the installation, you can use our Dealer Locator
to find a local installer. If you attempt the install yourself and have any questions, contact us at
or help lamin-x. What is your warranty? We have a Five-Year Warranty on our products. If you
want more information please visit our warranty page. What do I do if I find fogginess, air or
water bubbles, surface texture, or scratches after my Lamin-x installation? Once the film fully
cures, most imperfections will disappear completely. After time, small scratches, trapped
moisture, and most bubbles will dissipate on their own. However, if you encounter a stubborn
bubble, you can poke it with a sewing needle and push out the air or water. The hole will
eventually close on its own. How do I remove the film from my lights? To remove the film, we
recommend warming it with a heat gun, hair dryer, or simply by parking the car in the sunlight
on a warm day. While the film is warm, slowly peel the film from the lens surface. Any adhesive
that may be left on the lens can be removed with a cleaner that is safe for use on your vehicle's
exterior. Are these films legal in my state? Our colored films may not be legal for street use on a
vehicle's primary lighting, and, as such, are sold with an off-road use disclosure. Please check
your state or local laws before installation. Application of colored Lamin-x film on your primary
lights is done so at your own risk. Extra care is required to help with alignment and getting the
film to lay down. Watch our installation video for more info:. Headlight Color: Required. Current
Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Frequently bought together:. Select all
Add selected to cart. Description Additional Information Description A Lamin-x custom cut kit
for your Honda Odyssey , , is designed to give your car a one-of-a-kind combination of style and
protection on its headlights. Headlight Kit Includes Film for headlights on both sides of your
vehicle Installation tools: spray bottle, squeegee, and trim tool. Tint : A subtle tinted film for
headlights that allows for good visibility at night. Gunsmoke : Our darkest tint for front lighting.
An eye-catching look for any vehicle. Yellow : Bold yellow headlight look during the day, and
excellent for white-out and foggy conditions Blue : Our Blue Tint looks light blue when unlit, but
gives a white light when lit by halogen lights. FAQs How long will it take to get my Lamin-x?
Additional Information Make:. Choose Options. Get a custom look on your Honda Odyssey , ,
with our custom cut fog light tint. Designed to match the shape of your lights, our fog light tint
kits are cut to fit your Honda, so you Car door edge paint chips are frustrating for many vehicle
owners. If you are concerned about opening your doors in tight areas and potentially chipping

the edges of your car doors, then our Car Door Give your car a sleek custom look with our
Universal Side Marker Covers. This kit comes with one 4"x12" piece of film which is enough to
cover two side markers on most vehicles. Our Universal Side This kit is perfect for you if you
want to tint your lights and also want a slightly easier installation Honda Odyssey , , Door
Handle Cup paint protection. Do you want to protect the inside area of your door handles from
fingernails or key scraping? Then protect your Door Handle Cups Honda Odyssey , , Lamin-x
Clear Bra paint protection protects your paint finish from stone chips, scrapes, bugs, and other
paint damaging items with an invisible protective layer Honda Odyssey , , Lamin-x Front
Bumper Paint Protection protects your bumper paint finish from stone chips, scrapes, bugs,
and other paint damaging items with an invisible protective Paint scratches or damage on the
A-Pillars and Cab Top edge areas are easily avoided when using this paint protection. Honda
Odyssey , , Lamin-x Full Coverage Clear Bra paint protection protects your paint finish from
stone chips, scrapes, bugs, and other paint damaging items with an invisible Honda Odyssey , ,
Invisible Bug Guard for your hood. The leading edge of your hood receives some of the most
paint damage from road debris. Small nicks in the edge of the hood's paint, With the best
headlight cover, you can dress up your car, SUV or truck headlights and protect from weather
elements. The right headlight cover also protects the headlight lens from stone chips, minor
abrasions, and bug splatters. They include poly carbonate, metal, and self-adhesive vinyl. These
materials help to reduce the light transmitted or tint the color of your headlights. Headlights are
very important to your safety when driving on the road. One of the best components that can
protect your car headlights is headlight covers. Driving without headlight covers leaves your
headlights unprotected. As such, you risk denting the housing and cracking the lens. As you
drive, the car wheels kick up gravel. Headlight covers go all the way back to World War II. At the
time, military and civil authorities enforced blackouts as well as brownouts. Simply put, they
restricted the use of car headlights when transporting military supplies. The reason for this
policy was to reduce detection by enemy crafts. Brownouts and blackouts were done by limiting
light emissions using masks and hoods. Today, headlight covers are still in use in military and
civilian vehicles. They reduce transmitted light and protect the headlights. Even racing cars
have protective headlight cover film to reduce abrasion in the harsh and sandy environment.
Want to know how much it costs to replace a headlight cover? Also, it depends on whether you
will be installing the headlight cover or have it done by a professional mechanic. Here is what
you need to know. Replacing the headlight cover yourself is affordable. You will not incur the
cost of labor. Problem is, if you lack the skills, you may end up damaging the housing or the car
headlight lens. Having a professional mechanic replace the headlight cover will be at a
considerably higher cost. Want to save money on a headlight cover? Start by comparing prices
for headlight covers online. Several online retailers offer original manufacturer headlight
covers. Also, they sell at a much cheaper price compared to your local dealer. Another way to
save money is to learn how to replace the headlight cover yourself. Want to know how to
replace a headlight cover. Headlight covers add a finished look and sleekness to the front end
of your car. Not only will you be the envy of other drivers but you will protect the car lens from
abrasion and weather elements. To find an online retailer who stocks original headlight covers,
use your favorite search engine. From the search results, you can open five or 10 of the top
online retailers in different tabs on your browser. By doing so, you can compare product
features and prices across different retailers. This can save you a lot of money. Once you find
the best headlight cover, buy and have them shipped to your home. Remember, buy the right
headlight covers for your car make and model. Your new headlight covers are a good
replacement for your broken or cracked covers. Before installing the new headlight covers,
unmount the old covers. For a clean revitalized look, use a screwdriver. Remember, do not rush
the process as you may end up scratching the headlight lens. Start with the right headlight
followed by the left headlight. As you shop for automotive-grade tape, you will come across
different grades. Some tapes join electrical connections while others mask cars before painting.
The PVC electrical tapes are pressure-sensitive but they are not all created equally. To use
automotive grade tape for attachment, cut to size and press into place. No holes, no mess.
Using the attachment tape provides a strong and secure bond. In fact, it will hold strong in any
weather or road condition. To find a trusted mechanic near you, use your favorite search
engine. Professionals specialize in the service and repair of cars. They are highly skilled and
experienced plus they have the right equipment and parts for different repairs. Here is how to
find a great mechanic. Seek recommendations from family and friends. Read online reviews,
both good and bad. Look for a mechanic from the AAA approved auto repair network. Make sure
the mechanic has certification from the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence.
Once you have 5 to 10 candidates, make a quick call to find out if they offer free estimates.
There are headlight covers that require professional installation. If the manufacturer

recommends professional attachment, do not attempt DIY. Any damage done to the cover may
void the warranty. Replacing headlight covers is very easy. It takes no more than 20 minutes.
Once you replace the old covers, your car headlights will experience premium protection. Not
only will the cover protect from weather elements but gravel and rocks too. With your
headlights in good condition, you can drive safely at night, in foggy weather and during heavy
rainfall. Your car will be visible to oncoming cars and on top of that, the police will not stop your
car and penalize you. A resident expert and professional, David is passionate about all things
automotive and loves to share his knowledge. He has good experience in all kind of automotive
accessories. He has worked as a chief mechanical engineer in some reputed automotive garage
firm. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email.
Notify me of new posts by email. Skip to primary navigation Skip to content Skip to primary
sidebar Quick Navigation 1 Thinking of safeguarding your car headlights? Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Don't need to replace the whole headlight
assembly, you only need to repair your plastic headlight lens cover, it means only need to
replace the lenses cover and then your headlights can back to condition as new. Our target is
help you save money on repair your headlight, no need to cost a lot of money to buy a whole
brand new headlight assembly like the car dealer suggest. Meanwhile, improve resource
efficiency, make a contribution to protecting the environment. If you find the right part you want
to order here, don't hesitate to email us. Our email address is: headlampheadlight gmail. Ps: In
order to get more effective and faster communication, please email us with the following
details:. Please let us know where are you come from We can check shipping cost to your place
directly with this information. Email us the production year and model of your car. It's better to
show us the picture of the part you need or tell us the part number. The order quantity you
need. We normally use express to do the shipment, working days, the goods will arrive you. Alfa
Romeo. Aston Martin. Chevrolet Chevy. Land Rover. Mercedes Benz. Vauxhall Opel. VW
Volkswagen. About Shipping Detail. About Payment Detail. Honda cars are known with varying
personalities on the road scenes. Every Honda car part got acquired enough improvements for
better quality including the Honda headlight. Because more than mere features, safety is
integral to the entire design and structure of every Honda vehicle. Proper lights are a key safety
of your vehicle. They keep you safe from most accidents and collisions. If in case you may want
or you may need to replace your Honda headlight, online auto shops offers a wide variety of
headlights to choose from. Your Honda headlight is designed to illuminate your path, giving you
the range of vision necessary for safe night driving. The Honda headlight also helps to make
your vehicle visible to other drivers in poor weather conditions where visibility may be limited,
such as rain, fog and heavy snow. The Honda headlight, functioning at its best will allow you to
see road hazards at a safe distance, giving you time to avoid them, and alert other drivers to
your presence well in advance with their bright beam, avoiding mishaps due to poor weather
conditions or darkness. The Honda headlight can, after many hours of use, begin to dim with
age, their light growing weaker as it begins to wear out from many miles of use. The lens of the
Honda headlight can become clouded from moisture or scratches on it surface, interfering with
its beam, or it can burn out completely. The Honda headlight can also become misaligned from
the vibration and bumps of the road over time, lighting the treetops rather than the road.
Oncoming motorists might not see you on the road and your road vision is reduced if your
Honda headlights are not working. Having busted or inoperable Honda headlights is downright
illegal in many states resulting in arrests and fines , so fixing them ASAP should be a priority.
The repair of such issues can be quickly and easily done at home, in most cases with the simple
change of the bulb, or if the entire Honda headlight needs replacement, a few basic hand tools
may be required along with just a couple more minutes of your time. The realignment of the
Honda headlight generally can be done with just a screwdriver to turn the adjustment screws,
changing the angle of the unit to properly aim the headlight beam. We have a quality selection
of Honda headlight replacement parts in our online catalog, all at great prices. Our secure site
makes ordering your Honda headlight fast and easy, or our toll-free phone line will take your
order just as conveniently. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Honda Headlight. Refine by:. Headlight part. Recommended Use. Light
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ht. Honda Fit Headlight. Honda HR-V Headlight. Honda Insight Headlight. Honda Odyssey
Headlight. Honda Passport Headlight. Honda Pilot Headlight. Honda Prelude Headlight. Honda
Ridgeline Headlight. Honda Headlight Customer Reviews. Feb 17, Thank you! Seem to be good
quality. I have not had a chance to install them in my car yet. The purchase process was very
intuitive, easy to find the right part. Brad Turpin. Purchased on Feb 03, Feb 14, Walborn Bent.
Purchased on Feb 06, Feb 12, They are wonderful love the prices love the parts. TN TN.
Purchased on Jan 05, Honda Headlight Guides. Closer Look at Honda Headlight. Helpful
Automotive Resources. Why are My Headlights Flickering? Driving with a flickering headlight
can create unsafe conditions on the road as they can create distractions not only for you but for
other drivers as well. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

